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01   Subscriptions Today



THE DIGITAL BUSINESS PLATFORM

“We are on a planet of seven billion people, and 
five billion mobile subscriptions”

Paul Conneally

THE DIGITAL BUSINESS PLATFORM
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Subscriptions are everywhere - and 

crucially, they are still growing…

According to Gartner, by 2023 “75% of 

organizations selling direct to consumers will 

offer subscription services”.
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Subscriptions are also complex.

There can be many reasons why a person 

takes out a subscription...

According to McKinsey, 28% of subscribers 

cite personalized experience as the most 

important reason for continuing to 

subscribe.
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In publishing, this has brought challenges...

According to Digiday, 63% of publishers say 

turning audiences into paying subscribers is 

a key challenge when creating subscription 

products.
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But also opportunity...

The Reuters Institute Digital News Report for 

2020 shows that across the world, more 

people are paying for online news.
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Subscriptions Rise with 
Coronavirus Coverage

In the third week of May, subscription 

acquisition was up 85% up in Europe and 25% 

in the U.S. compared to the weekly average in 

January and February.

The chart shows the relative number of new 

subscribers for each week compared with the 

average weekly new subscriptions acquired in 

January and February. 
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02   Segmenting an Audience



THE DIGITAL BUSINESS PLATFORM

“You’ve got to start with the customer… and work 
back towards the technology”

Steve Jobs

THE DIGITAL BUSINESS PLATFORM
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There are many ways of segmenting an audience...

By content interest

By loyalty

By online behaviours

By demographics

Politics / History

5 pageviews

Desktop - in an evening

30-40 ;)

Sport / Celebrity News

10 pageviews

Mobile - in a morning

20-30
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Our two segments might have very different loyalty habits...
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… and very different content habits
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However segmentation should always be 

used to build a bigger picture of your 

reader’s needs.

A successful subscription product will 

not only meet but exceed the needs of 

the user. 
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So to use our example, we can make the following assumptions about our Tim and Matthew segments...

Politics / History Sport / Celebrity News

Desktop - in an evening Mobile - in a morning
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Understanding these reader needs enables deployment of the right tactics and messaging to drive these 
segments towards subscription

Return Register Consider Purchase Renew Promote

LoyalCustomer  ProposedKnown ActiveNew

Tim is a first time 
reader

Matthew is a known 
reader, who hasn’t 

subscribed
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03   Subscription Journeys



THE DIGITAL BUSINESS PLATFORM

“Getting an audience is hard. Sustaining an audience 
is hard. It demands a consistency of thought, of 

purpose, and of action over a long period of time”

Bruce Springsteen

THE DIGITAL BUSINESS PLATFORM



Our benchmark data from across 200+ global publishers tells us that most readers do not engage

If we know that Tim belongs to a certain reader segment, how might we use messaging to stop him from bouncing?

68%

*ONE OFF VISITOR DEFINED AS VISITORS GENERATING A SINGLE PAGE VIEW DURING THE MONTH

One-off Visitors*

LoyalActiveNew Customer  Proposed Known

One-off Visitors*

*ONE OFF VISITOR DEFINED AS VISITORS GENERATING A SINGLE PAGE VIEW DURING THE MONTH

Let’s look at what we know about our ‘first time reader’ Tim...



Such a tactic delivers on a value exchange catered to Tim’s needs - namely a need for quality and a need for information

The Daily Beast uses a welcome message with a personalised feel



Examples of technology coming before the needs and expectations of an audience:

A lot of publishers lose first-time readers by making an immediate request



3.5%

5+ Active Days

LoyalActiveNew Customer  Proposed Known

Once Tim has stayed on site, how can we incentivise patterns of engagement?

Our benchmark data shows us that 3.5% of readers go on to become active within a month



Business Insider and Ad-Age ask their readers to turn off ad-blocker software, explaining why this is important. Access to 
content isn’t necessarily restricted, however its value is made clear to the reader. 

Once an article has been engaged with, a ‘light’ ask needs to be made to the reader



11.3%

Paid Offer Exposure Rate 
(Any Paid Offer)

LoyalActiveNew Customer  Proposed Known

When Tim develops patterns of engagement, how can we present an impactful offer?

The ‘Proposed’ section of the customer journey looks at readers who have been shown a template (pop up / ribbon / modal etc). Very few readers actually 
receive a template. In Tim’s case, our proposal should be part of a longer-term plan to advance his journey to subscription. 



Publishers might, for example, choose to focus on the power of their archive or proud history in order to cater to such a need

If we know that the Tim segment values nostalgia, messaging copy can be tailored accordingly



Our benchmark data suggests that a hard-stop modal is 283x more effective than a bottom ribbon in terms of conversions 
(subscriptions / donations etc). 

Once we are ready to make an offer to Tim, it is important to understand how best to do so...

Hard Stop Bottom Ribbon



11.3%
1.9%

Registration Conversion Rate

LoyalActiveNew Customer  Proposed Known

Now let’s take a look at Matthew’s journey to subscription, as a more loyal reader

Email has the highest acquisition rate of any channel however our data shows us that publishers have, on average, only c.2% of 
their users registered. 



The Daily Maverick in South Africa use newsletter sign-up to drive registrations for those who engage during morning commute, and seem to 
value saving time. 

How might we cater to Matthew’s needs as a reader to drive registration?



Publishers, such as The Daily 

Maverick, leverage cognitive 

biases in their messaging strategy

Authority Bias

Bandwagon Bias

Ikea Bias

Restorff Bias

Information / Ikea Bias

Bandwagon Bias

Loss Aversion Bias

Curiosity Bias

Bandwagon Bias



From metered-paywall notifications to donation appeals, publishers are becoming increasingly innovative in terms of how they propose offers

Across use-cases, messaging should reflect best-practices whilst helping the publisher to differentiate

The New Yorker use a humorous tone in 
their templates to showcase the power 
of their cartoonist - this contributes to a 

sense of brand

Aktuality in Slovakia use copy to present 
a hard-stop in ‘gentle’ terms - ‘I want to 

support’ is far more palatable to 
audiences than ‘I want to donate’ 

The Telegraph outline the value of their 
product in clear copy, whist also using 

subliminal colours to impact reader 
decisions



0.18%Next Best Action

Paid Conversion Rate

LoyalActiveNew Customer  Proposed Known

Understanding how to pitch subscription to Matthew is crucial

Paid conversion rate varies from 0.1% to 5% according to our benchmark data. The challenge is therefore how to present 
subscription at the right time, in the right place, and in the right manner. 



This chart from a Piano case study on Business Insider shows how hundreds of marketing optimizations and tests 
drove reader growth as more insights were generated regarding audience segments. 

More actions drive results when it comes to conversion



The example of Business Insider shows us the intricacies of copy in terms of driving users towards subscription

Messaging is crucial to these micro-conversions

Decoy pricing tactics

Clear value proposition 
outlined (what do readers 

get?)

Partnership with Digiday adds 
credibility

Reason for stop is outlined 
clearly. Branding is repeated

Cancel anytime messaging 
reduces reader anxiety

Savings rather than costs are 
presented

Premium section has a 
distinctive identity

Newsletter is used to avoid 
churn in this case



79.9%

First Month Retention Rate

LoyalActiveNew Customer  Proposed Known

Finally, it is important to use messaging tactics to prevent churn

Piano benchmark data shows us that churn within the first month can be substantial, owing to factors such as buyers remorse. 



Again, cognitive biases such as ‘the fear of missing out effect’ can be brought into play in order to cater to reader need states post-conversion

Publishers use tactics such as onboarding emails and credit-card expiry reminders to increase retention



68%

LoyalActiveNew Customer  Proposed Known

Advocate

User

Optimize across the entire user journey

3.5% 11.3% 1.9% 0.18% 79.9%
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04   Questions



Join the world’s leading digital business platform.
Visit piano.io or start a conversation with us at hello@piano.io

Join the world’s leading digital business platform.

Visit piano.io or start a conversation with us at hello@piano.io
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Thank you

How to shift an organisation 
into engagement thinking 

When: July 1, 2020
Time: 15:00 GMT, 10:00 EST @BuildingaSubBiz

#SubBiz

How to build awesome 
digital products

When: July 8, 2020
Time: 15:00 GMT, 10:00 EST

sam.jordan@manifestogrowth.com jonny@kaldorgroup.com tim.rowell@piano.io

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/building-a-subscription-business-30208489500
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/building-a-subscription-business-30208489500
mailto:sam.jordan@manifestogrowth.com
mailto:tim.rowell@piano.io
mailto:jonny@kaldorgroup.com
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/building-a-subscription-business-30208489500

